Renal Patients Experience Taiwan High Speed Rail
- Taipei, Kaohsiung, Tainan, 4-Day Tour
Mission：
Suitable for renal patients who want to pursue a normal lifestyle, this
itinerary can arrange a travel trip for renal patients by contacting dozens of
dialysis centers across Taiwan. We treat renal patients as our valued guests.
We make efforts to understand the needs of renal patients and matters of
interest to them in order to provide the best care and services for dialysis.
We hope dialysis patients would participate in this trip because they choose
dialysis centers that are most helpful to their treatment.

Note
Departure places: Hong Kong,
Macao, Korea, Japan, Thailand,
Malaysia, Singapore
Hotel: Kaohsiung, five-star hotel
Taipei, five-star hotel
Dialysis center: ARC allied
hospitals and TMTDA’s other
member hospitals
Minimum tour member number: 15
people

Characteristics:
Dozens of dialysis centers across Taiwan provide quality dialysis services, and TMTDA also dispatches the
delegation of nursing staff for care and services throughout the trip, to ensure that renal patients can have a
safe and healthy Formosa trip.
Introduction：
Date

City

Time
Morning

Day1
Taipei
Kaohsiung

Itinerary/Accommodation

Meal

Gather at the airport, board the plane for Taipei
Arrive in Taipei and proceed with entry clearance procedure

Noon

Board domestic airplane to travel to Kaohsiung
Check in

Afternoon

Lunch on airplane

Arrive in Kaohsiung, special vehicle delivery to hotel

Seafood cuisine in upscale restaurant

Dinner in restaurant

After dinner, enjoy the Lover River night view from the riverbank of Lover River
【Accommodation Kaohsiung】
Day2

Kaohsiung

Morning

Breakfast in Hotel

Breakfast in Hotel

Kaohsiung city half-day tour - Cheng Ching Lake, Lotus Lake, Longhu Tower
Travel to Tainan
Tainan

Noon

Noodles with minced pork for lunch

Lunch in restaurant

Tainan city tour - Chikan Tower, Yenping Prince Temple
Board Taiwan High Speed Rail to go to Taipei
Taipei

Evening

Arrive in Taipei, special vehicle delivery to hotel for check in
Traditional Taiwanese cuisine for dinner

Dinner in restaurant
【Accommodation

Day3

Taipei

Morning

Taipei】

Breakfast in Hotel

Breakfast in Hotel

Taipei city half-day tour - Longshan Temple, Martyr’s Shrine
Noon

Dim sum cuisine for lunch

Afternoon

Return to hotel, break time

Lunch in restaurant

◎Dialysis patients go to the dialysis center for treatments
【Accommodation
Day4

Taipei

Taoyuan

Morning

Dinner by yourself
Taipei】

Breakfast in Hotel

Breakfast in Hotel

Special vehicle delivery to the National Palace Museum for a visit

Lunch by yourself

Noon

Go to Taoyuan International Airport

Afternoon

Board the plane to return to home country

Introduction to the scenic spots:
* Kaohsiung:
The second largest city in Taiwan, it’s a harbor city that boasts nostalgic ancient streets, and with
famed spots such as Liuhe Night Market, the Love River, and Urban Spotlight.
* ChengChing Lake:
Dubbed the “West Lake” of Taiwan, this place boasts Jiuchu Bridge (with nine winding arcs) which
is modeled after the the Jiuchu Bridge at Shanghai’s Chenghuang Temple and therefore is named
Jiuchu Bridge.
* Lotus Lake:
Because “the lake is full of lotus and therefore named Lotus Lake.” When the lotus flowers are
booming, the lake is flooded with fragrant smell and therefore earns the name “lotus fragrance
dissolving in water.” It’s one of the eight famed scenic spots in Fengshan County.
* Taiwan High Speed Rail:
Officially inaugurated on March 2, 2007, Taiwan High Speed Rail puts a trip from Kaohsiung to
Taipei within only 90 minutes.
* National Palace Museum:
One of the four famous museums in the world, it’s known around the world for its antiques such as
Jade Lettuce.

